Abstract. We derive new expressions for the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series describing the perturbation of eigenvalues of quantum Hamiltonians. The method, somehow close to the so-called dimensional renormalization in quantum field theory, involves the Birkhoff decomposition of some Laurent series built up out of explicit fully non-resonant terms present in the usual expression of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series. Our results provide new combinational formulae and a new way of deriving perturbation series in Quantum Mechanics. More generally we prove that such a decomposition provides solutions of general normal form problems in Lie algebras.
These equations, together with the commutation relations rH 0 , N k s " 0, are solved recursively bỳ e n , N k e m˘"`en , V k e n˘δnm , e n , W k e m˘" ih E 0 pnq´E 0 pmq`e n , V k e m˘i f n ‰ m, where we have denoted by e n an eigenvector of H 0 of eigenvalue E 0 pnq, because H 0 has simple spectrum and`e n , 1 ih rH 0 , Ase m˘" 1 ih pE 0 pnq´E 0 pmqq`e n , Ae m˘f or an arbitrary operator A. Note that N k " DiagpV k q (diagonal part of V k on the eigenbasis of H 0 ), but the diagonal part of W k remains undetermined; one can check that the N k 's are uniquely determined by (1.1).
Using the Dirac notation xn |A| my¨"`e n , Ae m˘f or an arbitrary operator A, we easily arrive at xn |N k | ny " ÿ n 1 ,n 2 ,...,n k´1 c n 1 ,...,n k´1 ,n xn |V | n 1 yxn 1 |V | n 2 y¨¨¨xn k´1 |V | ny (1.3)
where the coefficients c n 1 ,...,n k´1 ,n have to be determined recursively.
This is the standard way the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series is usually expressed: the correction to the eigenvalue E 0 pnq is given at order k by the r.h.s. of (1.3), that is the diagonal matrix elements of the (diagonal) normal form N k .
Looking at the hierarchy of equations (1.2), one realises that only commutators should be involved in (1.3) for k ě 2. One way of achieving this has been developed recently by two of us in [PS16a] : let
and define, for λ P N , V λ¨" ÿ pk,ℓq such that E 0 pℓq´E 0 pkq"ihλ xk |V | ℓy |ℓy xk| (1.5) with the Dirac notation |ℓy xk|ψ¨" pe ℓ , ψqe k for an arbitrary vector ψ, so that 1 ih rH 0 , V λ s " λV λ and V " ÿ λPN V λ .
(1.6)
We will suppose that V is finite-band, that is to say that the sum in (1.6) is finite. According to [PS16a] , for every k ě 1 there exist coefficients R λ 1 ,...,λ k P C such that The coefficients R λ 1 ,...,λ k are computable recursively together with coefficients S λ 1 ,...,λ k appearing in a similar expansion for the formal unitary operator C -see (1.12).
The family of pairs pR λ 1 ,...,λ k , S λ 1 ,...,λ k q is obtained by solving a universal "mould equation"
(independent of V and depending on H 0 only through N ) studied in [PS16a] and recalled in the next section. In general, this mould equation has more than one solution (the set of all solutions is described in [PS16a] ), so the decomposition (1.7) is not unique, though N k is. Using (1.5) and introducing a decomposition of the identity on the unperturbed eigenbasis in (1.7), one would certainly recover (1.3), but probably with a big combinatorial complexity in the expressions as k Ñ 8.
One of the main goal of this note is to introduce a new (to our knowledge) way of finding a solution to the mould equation, and thus a family of coefficients R λ 1 ,...,λ k satisfying (1.7). It consists in applying a method actually very similar to the so-called dimensional regularisation in quantum field theory (but much simpler): we will add a dependence in an undetermined parameter ε. This will lead us to a modified mould equation with a unique solution, for which the coefficients are given by explicit Laurent series
The correct expression for R λ 1 ,...,λ k will then be obtained, up to a factor k, by taking the residue of the polar part of the so-called "Birkhoff decomposition" of this family of Laurent series, relative to the decomposition
More precisely, let N be the set of words on the alphabet N (finite sequences of elements of N ) and denote by rpλq the length of the word λ " λ 1 λ 2¨¨¨λrpλq . We will consider the set of functions from N to K, that is
On N , we define word concatenation by λ λ
and, on K N , we define the product
with unit 1 P K N defined by 1 I " 1 K and 1 λ " 0 for λ ‰ I.
Let T : N Ñ K, λ Þ Ñ T λ pεq be given by
considered of course as a formal Laurent series in ε (note that T λ pεq P K`only for those λ P N such that the partial sums λ 1`¨¨¨`λj are all nonzero). Its "Birkhoff decomposition" is the following: there exists a unique pair pU`, U´q P K NˆK N such that
This will be proved in the next section as Proposition 2.2 (in a more general setting), together with recurrence relations in order to compute U´and U`.
Since U´P 1`K Ń , one can evaluate εU λ pεq at ε " 8 for each word λ ‰ I. We are now in position of stating one of the main results of this article.
Theorem A. For any k ě 1, one can write
pεqs ε"8 .
(1.11)
We will prove much more in the following sections. In particular we will show that the coefficients S λ¨" U λ pεq| ε"0 give rise to a formal unitary operator
which satisfies the conjugacy equation (1.1). We will also remove the simplicity condition on the spectrum of H 0 .
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall elements of Ecalle's mould calculus (i.e. the manipulation of families of coefficients indexed by words) and, in the more general setting of a normalization problem in a complete filtered Lie algebra L, the mould equation Lie algebras with finite-dimensional components and does not express the results in terms of mould expansions, whereas, for our most general result and its application to the Rayleigh-Schrödinger expansion, we need complete filtered Lie algebras without dimensional restriction, and we aim at emphasizing the explicit character of the coefficients which are involved in the solution of the normalization problem (correspondingly, we apply the Birkhoff decomposition to an element of the mould algebra, rather than to an element of the enveloping algebra of L). The algebraic expansion that we obtain for the left-hand side of (1.10) in Theorem A (or (3.2) in Theorem D)
is, to our knowledge, new. We point out that no prerequisite on mould calculus or Hopf algebras is needed to read this article.
Mould calculus and Birkhoff decomposition
In full generality, we are interested in the following situation: given X 0 P L and B P L ě1 , where
is a complete filtered Lie algebra 2 over a field k of characteristic zero, we look for a Lie algebra automorphism Ψ which maps X 0`B to an element X 0`N of L which commutes with X 0 :
1 Since the first version of this paper has been posted, we have learnt that F. Menous [Me16] had announced results in the same line of research.
2 This means that rLěm, Lěns Ă Lěm`n for all m, n P N, Ş Lěm " t0u and L is a complete metric space for the distance dpX, Y q¨" 2´o rdpY´Xq , where we denote by ord : L Ñ N Y t8u the order function associated with the filtration (function characterized by ordpXq ě m ô X P Lěm).
Then Ψ is called a "normalizing automorphism" and X 0`N a "normal form" of X 0`B . Our key assumption will be that B can be decomposed into a formally convergent series B " ř nPN B n of eigenvectors of the inner derivation ad
for some function ϕ : N Ñ k.
In [PS16a] , solutions pN, Ψq are constructed by means of the ansatz
where pR n 1¨¨¨nr q and pS n 1¨¨¨nr q are suitable families of coefficients. A family of coefficients indexed by all the words n 1¨¨¨nr is called a "mould". It is shown in [PS16a] that (2.3) yields a solution as soon as the moulds pR n 1¨¨¨nr q and pS n 1¨¨¨nr q satisfy a certain "mould equation", equation (2.10) below. We give in Section 2.1 the basics of mould calculus and state the mould equation; we then show in Sections 2.2-2.3 a new method to solve the mould equation.
Moulds. Mould calculus has been introduced and developed by JeanÉcalle ([Ec81], [Ec93])
in the 80-90's, initially in relation with the free Lie algebra of alien operators in resurgence theory, providing also powerful tools for handling problems in local dynamics, typically the normalization of vector fields or diffeomorphisms at a fixed point [EV95] .
Let N be a nonempty set and k a commutative ring. Similarly to (1.8), we consider the set k N of all families of coefficients M λ indexed by words λ P N . A "k-valued mould" is an element of k N . Mould multiplication is defined by (1.9) and makes k N a k-algebra. A mould can be identified with a linear form on k N , the linear span of the words; the mould product can then be identified with the convolution product of linear forms corresponding to the comultiplication
The "shuffle algebra" is k N viewed as a Hopf algebra, with the previous comultiplication (with counit I Þ Ñ 1 k and n Þ Ñ 0 for a nonempty word n), the antipode map n 1¨¨¨nr Þ Ñ p´1q r n r¨¨¨n1 , and the "shuffle product" ¡, which can be recursively defined by the formula λa ¡ µb " λpa ¡ µbq`µpλa ¡ bq where λ, µ are letters and a, b are words (2.4) (the unit being I), giving rise to structure coefficients sh`a , b n˘k nown as "shuffling coefficients":
(see e.g. Section 2.2 of [PS16a] for their definition in terms of permutations of rpnq elements:
n˘i s the number of ways n can be obtained by interdigitating the letters of a and b while preserving their internal order in a or b).
By duality, this leads toÉcalle's definition of symmetrality, which is fundamental. A mould M is said to be "symmetral" if the corresponding linear form is a character of the shuffle algebra [Me09] , i.e. M I " 1 k and Its multiplicative inverse M´1 then coincides with the mouldM defined bỹ
(this is a manifestation of the antipode of the shuffle algebra; see e.g. Proposition 5.2 of [Sa09] ).
For us, symmetrality is useful because whenever a mould S is symmetral, the operator Ψ to which it gives rise by mould expansion as in the second part of (2.3) is a Lie algebra automorphism, and its inverse Ψ´1 is given by the mould expansion associated with S´1 "S. This is because the ad Bn i 's are derivations of the Lie algebra L, hence the composite operators B n¨" ad Bn 1¨¨¨a d Bn r satisfy the generalized Leibniz rule
Let us define the mould
with the eigenvalue function ϕ : N Ñ k of (2.2) thus extended to a monoid morphism ϕ : N Ñ k.
These are the ingredients of a "mould equation 
(2.10)
For the sake of completeness and clarity, we give the proof in appendix.
All the solutions of the mould equation (2.10) are constructed in [PS16a] (this is the generalization of some of the statements of the preprint [EV95] , which introduced the mould equation in the context of local holomorphic vector fields and diffeomorphisms).
We now show an alternative method to obtain a particular solution pR, Sq. From now on, we suppose that k is a field of characteristic 0.
2.2. Birkhoff decomposition. We call "resonant" any word n such that ϕpnq " 0. In the case when the function ϕ : N Ñ k is such that I is the only resonant word, it is easy to check that there is a unique solution to (2.10), given by R " 0 and S n 1¨¨¨nr " 1 ϕpn 1 qϕpn 1 n 2 q¨¨¨ϕpn 1¨¨¨nr q , but in general the latter expression is ill-defined. We will extend the field k to the field K of formal Laurent Let K¨" kppεqq and K`¨" krrεss, so that K " K`' K´with K´" ε´1krε´1s. Note that k Ă K, by identifying elements of k with constant formal series, so k N Ă K N . Let us consider the function Φ : n P N Þ Ñ ϕpnq`ε1 k P K and, correspondingly, the operator
Since K is a field and ϕpnq`rpnqε ‰ 0 for n ‰ I (even if ϕpnq " 0!), the mould equation associated with pΦ, Kq (in place of pϕ, kq) has a unique solution, given by R " 0 and
The symmetrality of T is easily cheked e.g. by induction on the sum of the lengths of a and b in (2.6). Of course T n 1¨¨¨nr pεq, considered as a rational function, is singular at ε " 0 when some words n 1¨¨¨nℓ , ℓ ď r, are ϕ-resonant.
Any K-valued symmetral mould can be interpreted as a character of the shuffle algebra K N and, therefore, admits a Birkhoff decomposition with respect to the decomposition K " K`' K( see e.g. [Ma03] ). For the sake of completeness, we state this as a proposition which we will prove from scratch in the context of moulds.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose T is an arbitrary K-valued symmetral mould. Then there exists a unique pair pU`, U´q of K-valued moulds such that
Their values on an arbitrary word n are determined by induction on rpnq by the formulae U Í "
where π˘: K Ñ K˘are the projectors associated with the decomposition K " K`' K´.
Moreover, U`and U´are symmetral.
Proof.
‚ Uniqueness: Suppose pU´, U`q and p U´, U`q satisfy (2.12). We have U´1ˆU`" U´1ˆ Us
‚ Existence: Let us define U´and U`by U Í " U Ì " 1 k and (2.13). Setting D¨" U´ˆpT´1q, we get U´" 1´π´D and U`" 1`π`D, whence U`´U´" D, i.e. U`" U´ˆT . According to [Sa09] , ∆ is a morphism of associative algebras (thanks to the comptability between the comultiplication and the shuffle product of K N ) and, given M P K N , M is symmetral if and only if M I " 1 and ∆pM q " M b M , (2.14)
Let us define A¨" ∆U´and B¨" ∆U`. Since U`" U´ˆT , A and B satisfy
It is immediate to see that equation (2.15) has a unique (pair of dimoulds) solution, by the same argument as in the proof of the uniqueness part of Proposition 2.2. Moreover the symmetrality of T implies that ∆T " T b T , and one checks easily that this implies that pU´b U´, U`b U`q solves (2.15) too. Therefore ∆U´" U´b U´and ∆U`" U`b U`, hence U´and U`are symmetral by (2.14).
Main results.
Theorem B. Let T P K N be defined by (2.11), and let pU´, U`q be its Birkhoff decomposition as stated in Proposition 2.2. Define the moulds R, S P k N by
Then pR, Sq solves (2.10).
By "constant term" and "residue" of a Laurent series ř nPZ c n ε n we mean respectively c 0 and c´1.
In view of Proposition 2.1, Theorem B entails
Theorem C. Define U Í pεq " U Ì pεq " 1 k and, for nonempty n, define U ń pεq P ε´1krε´1s and U ǹ pεq P krrεss by (2.11) and (2.13), and then R n , S n P k by (2.16). Then the mould expansions (2.3) provide a solution pΨ, N q to the normalization problem (2.1).
The proof of Theorem B will rely on Lemma 2.3. Let S be as in (2.16) andR¨"
where ∇ 1 k is the operator of K N defined by M n pεq¨" rpnqM n pεq.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Observe that ∇ Φ " ∇ ϕ`ε ∇ 1 k and that ∇ 1 k , ∇ ϕ and ∇ Φ are derivations of the associative algebra K N . Since U´ˆT " U`and ∇ Φ T " TˆI k , we get
On the other hand,
Since K`X K´" t0u, we deduce from (2.17-2.18) that R " pεQq| ε"8 , i.e.
R "´pε∇ 1 U´ˆU´1 q| ε"8 "´pε∇ 1 U´q| ε"8
Returning to (2.17), since R is constant in ε, we get R " pU`ˆI kˆU´1´∇Φ U`ˆU´1 q| ε"0 " SˆI kˆS´1´∇ϕ SˆS´1 "R.
The three assertions (i)-(iii) are proven.
Proof of Theorem B. Lemma 2.3(iii) says thatR coincides with the mould R defined by (2.16), hence ∇ ϕ S " SˆI k´RˆS . The symmetrality of S follows from that of U`. Therefore it is enough to prove that ∇ ϕ R " 0.
We will show by induction on the length of n that " ϕpnq ‰ 0 ñ U ń pεq " 0 and R n " 0 ‰ . By definition ϕpIq " 0, nothing to prove. Suppose ϕpnq ‰ 0. By Lemma 2.3(i), we havé
with ř˚r epresenting summation over all non-trivial decompositions n " a b, because U Í " 1 k and R I " 0. Since 0 ‰ ϕpnq " ϕpaq`ϕpbq, at least one of these two terms is different from 0, therefore the induction hypothesis implies that R a U b pεq " 0, so the sum in (2.19) vanishes. Moreover, since ϕpnq ‰ 0, ϕpnq`εrpnq is invertible in K`, hence K´Q U ń pεq "´R n ϕpnq`εrpnq P K`and therefore U ń pεq " 0 and R n " 0.
Remark 2.4. Theorem B could appear as a particular case of Theorem 5 of [Me13] were it not for the fact that the latter reference deals with completed graded Lie algebras with finite-dimensional components and their enveloping algebras, a situation to which K N is not readily amenable.
Proof of Theorem A and more
Given a self-adjoint operator H 0 on a separable Hilbert space H which is diagonal in an orthonormal basis e " pe k q kPJĎN with eigenvalues E 0 pkq, one considers in [PS16a] the space L R¨" L R e rrµss where L R e consists of all symmetric operators whose domain is the dense subspace Span C peq and which preserve Span C peq. Since L R e is a Lie algebra over R for the Lie bracket r¨,¨s qu¨" 1 ihˆc ommutator, L R is a complete filtered Lie algebra over R, filtered by order in µ.
In what follows, we denote commutators by r¨,¨s.
To decompose an arbitrary perturbation as a sum of eigenvectors of ad H 0¨" 1 ih rH 0 ,¨s, we notice that, for B P L R with matrix`β k,ℓ pµq˘k ,ℓPJ on the basis e (with β k,ℓ pµq P Crrµss), we can write B " ř pk,ℓqPJˆJ β k,ℓ pµq|ℓy xk|. The sum might be infinite, but it is well-defined because the action of B in Span C peq is finitary. For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that B is finite-band, which means that there exists D P N such that β k,ℓ " 0 when |k´ℓ| ą D.
E 0 pℓq´E 0 pkq ih |ℓy xk|, we set
N¨"
1 ih pE 0 pℓq´E 0 pkqq | pk, ℓq P JˆJ ( and B λ¨" ÿ pk,ℓq such that E 0 pℓq´E 0 pkq"ihλ β k,ℓ pµq|ℓy xk|, (3.1) so that we have B " ř λPN B λ and
e is defined like L R e but without the symmetry requirement. With these notations, we have the following result, more general than Theorem A:
where pU´, U`q is the Birkhoff decomposition of the Cppεqq-valued mould T λ pεq¨" 1 pλ 1`ε qpλ 1`λ2`2 εq¨¨¨pλ 1`¨¨¨`λrpλq`r pλqεqq inductively determined by (2.13) with K´" ε´1Crε´1s and K`" Crrεss. Then the formulae
define respectively an element of L R and a unitary conjugation satisfying ΨpH 0`B q " H 0`N and rH 0 , N s " 0.
Moreover, ΨpAq " CA C´1 with a unitary C given by the mould expansion
(using the natural underlying structure of complete filtered associative algebra of L C ).
The proof of Theorem D requires two lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. For any symmetral S P C N , the formula (3.3) defines a Lie algebra automorphism Ψ of L C which is of the form ΨpAq " CA C´1 with C P L C given by the mould expansion (3.4). For each λ P N , since left and right multiplications commute, we can expand
with the same shuffling coefficients as in (2.5). We thus get
where b Þ Ñb denotes word reversing. Symmetrality then yields
We end up with Ψ " L C RC, with C defined by the mould expansion (3.4), andC defined by the analogous mould expansion associated toS defined by (2.7). But SˆS "SˆS " 1, by symmetrality of S, and this clearly entails CC "CC " Id H .
Lemma 3.2. For any N P C N such that the complex conjugate of N λ 1 ,...,λr is N´λ 1 ,...,´λr , the
For any symmetral S P C N such that the complex conjugate of S λ 1 ,...,λr is S´λ 1 ,...,´λr , the mould expansion C P L C defined by (3.4) is unitary.
Proof. Observe that the adjoint of the operator B λ is B´λ for every λ P N . Since taking the adjoint is a real Lie algebra automorphism of L C , this yields that the mould expansion N is a symmetric operator.
In the case of C, we find that the adjoint is given by the mould expansion associated toS defined by (2.7), which is C´1 as already mentioned.
Proof of Theorem D. Apply Theorem C to the normalization problem in L C " L C e rrµss viewed as Lie algebra over k " C with Lie bracket r¨,¨s qu , filtered by order in µ, and with ϕpλq " λ in (2.11).
Observe that, since N Ă i R, the complex conjugate of T λ 1 ,...,λr is T´λ 1 ,...,´λr ; it easy to see that this property is inherited by U´and U`, and hence by the constant moulds N and S.
Remark 3.3. Using the C-valued mould G " log S defined in appendix, we see that
Proof of Theorem A. Take V in Section 1 as µB P L R " L R e rrµss, and identify the homogeneous terms in µ and in V (see the Addendum of Theorem A in [PS16a] for a more precise statement).
Extensions
In [PS16a] , four other examples of complete filtered algebras are considered, corresponding to four dynamical situations: Poincaré-Dulac normal forms, Birkhoff normal forms, multiphase averaging and the semiclassical approximation of the situation of the present article. In all these Let us introduce the notations B r n s¨" rB n 1 , r. . . rB n r´1 , B nr s . . .ss and B n¨" ad Bn 1¨¨¨a d Bn r for an arbitrary word n " n 1¨¨¨nr , with the conventions B rIs " 0 and B I " Id. Because L is a complete filtered Lie algebra and each B n i P L ě1 , it is easily checked that one can define two linear maps L : k N Ñ L and E : k N Ñ End k pLq (k-linear operators) by the formulae
In particular, N " L pRq and Ψ " E pSq are well-defined.
As already mentioned in the paragraph containing (2.8), Ψ is a Lie algebra automorphism because S is symmetral. By induction on rpnq, we deduce from (2.2) that rX 0 , B r n s s " ϕpnqB r n s ,
In particular, ∇ ϕ R " 0 entails rX 0 , N s " 0, and we are just left with the verification of the first relation in (2.1). This will be obtained by means of the two identities
the sum of which will yield the desired result, namely ΨpX 0`B q´X 0 " N , in view of the relation SˆI kˆS´1´∇ϕ SˆS´1 " R granted by the mould equation.
Before proving (A.4) and (A.5), we show that Ψ " e ad W with W in the range of L . Let G¨" log S. As explained in Section A.1, this is an alternal mould. Since B a b " B a B b , the map E is clearly a morphism of filtered associative algebras, hence Ψ " E pe G q " e E pGq . Let B r n s¨" rad Bn 1 , r. . . rad Bn r´1 , ad Bn r s . . .ss for an arbitrary word n " n 1¨¨¨nr . The alternality of G entails
Indeed, the middle equality in (A.6) is obtained for any alternal mould from the identity
n˘B ab for all n P N (where we denote by b Þ Ñb order reversal), which results from a classical computation (related to the Dynkin-Specht-Wever idempotent -see [vW66] or [PS16a] ), and the last equality in (A.6) follows from the obvious relation B r n s " ad B r n s . Therefore, Ψ " e ad W with W " L pGq.
Proof of (A.4). An identity similar to the middle equality in (A.6), but at the level of L and its universal enveloping algebra, implies that the restriction of L to alternal moulds is a morphism of Lie algebras. It follows that ad W`L pM q˘" L pad G M q for any alternal M (denoting by ad the adjoint representations of L and Liepk N q), hence
(we have used Hadamard's lemma in k N for the last equality: e ad G M " e GˆMˆe´G ). Since I k is an alternal mould satisfying L pI k q " B, we get as a particular case ΨpBq " e ad W L pI k q "
L pSˆI kˆS´1 q.
Proof of (A.5). By (A.3), ad W X 0 "´L p∇ ϕ Gq. Using again the morphism of Lie algebras induced by L , we derive ad A classical computation 3 yields M " ∇ ϕ pe G qˆe´G, whence ΨpX 0 q´X 0 "´L p∇ ϕ SˆS´1q, as desired.
Remark A.1. There is another proof of Proposition 2.1, which consists in defining on the universal enveloping algebra U pLq of L a decreasing filtration of associative algebra which is separated and complete, so as to be able to define a morphism of filtered associative algebras U : k N Ñ U pLq
analogous to E (this extra work can be dispensed with in the case of the Lie algebra L C of Section 3, since it has a natural structure of complete filtered associative algebra). One then checks that the restrictions of U and L to alternal moulds coincide, and that the normalization problem is solved by N¨" U pRq and the conjugation automorphism Ψ : A Þ Ñ CAC´1 where C¨" U pSq (because U p∇ ϕ Sq " rX 0 , Cs, U pSˆI k q " CB and U pRˆSq " N C). 3 Check that ř 1 k! pU´V q k´1 " ř 1 pp`q`1q! U p V q e´V in QrrU, V ss e.g. by multiplying both sides by pU´V qe V , substitute for U and V the operators of left and right multiplication by G in k N which commute, apply the resulting operator to ∇ϕG, and remember that ∇ϕ is a derivation.
